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The	full	context	for	this	proposal	is	provided	in	a	separate	white	paper	titled	“Ranking	weakness	
findings”.	This	document	proposes	new	attributes	for	SARIF	to	capture	ranking	information	and	
other	measurements	related	to	weakness	findings	reported	by	SCA	tools.	
	
Disclaimer:	the	views	expressed	in	this	white	paper	do	not	necessarily	reflect	the	views	of	the	
Object	Management	Group	(OMG),	or	the	OMG	System	Assurance	Task	Force,	or	any	of	the	
member	organizations	of	the	OMG.	
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1 Introduction 
	
Various	measurements	can	be	associated	with	weakness	findings	to	turn	them	into	data	
supporting	decision-making.	Several	SCA	tools	already	produce	a	rank	and	other	measures	
associated	with	their	result	findings.	
The	software	assurance	community,	including	all	software	developers	interested	in	building	
secure	software,	can	benefit	from	a	standard	approach	to	ranking/scoring	weaknesses	reported	
by	SCA	tools.	Figure	1	gives	an	overview	of	the	proposed	approach.	The	full	context	for	this	
proposal	is	described	in	a	separate	white	paper	titled	“Ranking	weakness	findings”.	
	

	
Figure	1.	Overview	of	the	proposed	approach	

This	proposal	takes	the	following	two-phase	approach:	1)	in	the	short-	and	medium-term	
capture	the	original	measurements	from	each	compliant	tool,	while	focusing	at	the	structured	
description	of	the	measure	itself	as	part	of	the	common	format;	2)	in	the	long-term	consolidate	
the	industry’s	efforts	for	defining	a	common	system	of	ranking/measures	for	weaknesses,	
suitable	for	automated	SCA	tools.	
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Each	measurement	includes	a	value	and	an	identifier	of	the	corresponding	measure.	
	
Figure	1	gives	an	overview	of	the	proposed	approach.	Figure	1	shows	two	SCA	tools:	tool	A	and	
tool	B,	each	producing	some	weakness	findings	(results),	depicted	as	green	round	objects.	Each	
tool	implements	own	“rules”	for	identifying	weaknesses	as	well	as	any	other	issues	with	the	
code	under	assessment,	such	as	violations	of	corporate	coding	style,	use	of	suspicious	coding	
constructs,	etc.	Each	tool	implements	some	measures	related	to	the	findings.		
	
We	propose	that	the	common	exchange	format	for	the	results	of	SCA	tools	includes	a	common	
way	of	attaching	measurements	to	the	results.	The	key	to	the	proposed	approach	is	that	each	
measurement	refers	to	the	corresponding	definition	of	the	measure.	As	the	result,	the	format	
becomes	common,	while	the	definitions	of	the	measures	(and	therefore	the	interpretation	of	
the	measurements)	remain	proprietary.	In	Figure	1	this	is	depicted	by	using	the	same	green	
color	for	the	weakness	findings	and	for	the	included	measurements.	
The	second	part	of	the	proposal	is	to	use	the	standard	structured	definitions	of	the	measures	–	
and	include	these	structured	definitions	as	part	of	the	metadata	of	the	exchange	format.	As	the	
result,	each	measurement	refers	to	the	corresponding	structured	definition.	In	Figure	1	this	is	
depicted	by	showing	the	symbol	for	proprietary	measure	definitions.	While	each	tool	defines	
own	measures	to	support	the	use	of	the	measurement	data	included	with	the	results,	each	tool	
uses	the	common	format	for	describing	the	structured	definitions	of	the	measures.	In	Figure	1	
this	is	illustrated	by	using	the	green	color	for	measure	definitions	provided	by	tool	A	and	tool	B,	
and	at	the	same	time	using	the	blue	color	as	the	background	of	the	measure	definition	object.	
The	definitions	of	the	standard	(common)	measures	are	depicted	as	having	both	the	standard	
definition	(blue)	and	the	same	standard	format	as	the	definitions	of	the	tool-specific	measures	
(also	blue).	
	
Capturing	original	measurements	with	the	SARIF	and	TOIF	frameworks	addresses	the	first	phase	
towards	the	proposed	two-phased	approach.	The	SCA	community	should	work	together	toward	
the	definition	of	common	measures.	To	support	this,	in	the	proposed	approach	the	common	
(standard)	measures	will	need	to	be	defined	in	the	same	structured	way	as	the	proprietary	
ones.	Each	tool	can	then	over	time	support	a	mix	of	proprietary	as	well	as	common	(standard)	
measurements	and	include	them	with	the	results.	Each	measurement	is	already	referencing	a	
structured	measure	definition,	so	the	only	remaining	concern	is	to	publish	the	standard	
definitions	as	shared	metadata.		
A	standard	approach	shall	provide	guidance	to	the	SCA	vendors	on	what	measures	to	capture,	
and	provide	a	framework	for	integrating	measures	obtained	from	multiple	tools.	Given	the	
emphasis	of	TOIF	to	normalize	weakness	findings	and	treat	them	as	“big	data”,	providing	
evidence	for	software	assessments,	using	a	combination	of	SCA	tools	for	assessing	the	same	
system,	TOIF	framework	might	provide	more	advantages	for	implementing	common	data	
analytics.	Normalized	results	are	likely	to	include	only	common	measurements,	as	illustrated	at	
Figure	1.	
The	proposed	approach	ensures	a	long	term	evolutionary	support	for	developing	better	
rankings	of	the	SCA	tool	results	as	well	as	other	measurements	related	to	weaknesses.	
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Successful	implementation	of	the	short-	and	medium-term	goals	outlined	in	this	proposal	will	
lead	to	the	situation	when	structured	historical	data	sets	related	to	the	weakness	
measurements	will	become	available	to	the	community	which	will	positively	contribute	to	the	
research	in	a	unified	measurement	system	and	provide	more	guidance	to	the	SCA	vendors.	
	
To	satisfy	the	goal	of	SARIF	to	comprehensively	capture	the	range	of	data	produced	by	
commonly	used	static	analysis	tools	and	to	define	a	common	format	suitable	for	use	in	a	variety	
of	scenarios	related	to	analysis	result	management,	a	mechanism	for	capturing	various	
measurement	associated	with	the	SCA	tool	results	is	needed.	
	

1. An SCA tool captures original measurements using the tool-specific measures, and 
includes these measurements with the result object (§3.17) 

2. Each measurement includes a unique id of the measure definition 
3. The SCA tool includes structured definition of the tool-specific measures involved in the 

measurements are part of the metadata in the exchange format. 
4. Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) shall be used to define the measures 
5. A JSON-based format aligned with SMM shall be used for the serialization of the 

measure definitions (rather than the native MOF XML based SMM format) 
6. A structured measure (definition) object is added to SARIF (based on 4 and 5 above) 
7. The measure object includes only the essential attributes and associations from the SMM 

Measure class 
8. The proposed extension to SARIF does not implement SMM Measurement and 

Observation classes, since the corresponding metadata is already available in SARIF is a 
different way. 

9. Compliance/alignment of the proposed approach to SMM is described in this document 
 

Structured	Metrics	Meta-model	(SMM)	is	a	specification	defined	by	the	Object	Management	
Group	with	the	principle	goal	to	provide	a	standard	exchange	of	measures,	measurements	and	
observations	(see	http://www.omg.org/spec/SMM/About-SMM/).		The	current	SMM	
specification	version	1.1.1.	is	published	as	the	OMF	document	formal-16-04-04.	This	
specification	defines	a	meta-model	for	representing	measurement	related	to	structured	model	
assets	and	their	operational	environments.		
Given	a	structured	model	that	represents	the	physical	and	logical	assets	at	various	levels	of	
abstraction	as	entities	and	relations,	SMM	can	be	used	to	define	the	measures	of	these	assets.	
The	SMM	promotes	a	common	interchange	format	that	allows	interoperability	between	
existing	tools,	commercial	services	providers,	and	their	respective	models.	This	common	
interchange	format	applies	equally	well	to	development	and	maintenance	tools,	services,	and	
models.	SMM	complements	a	common	repository	structure	and	so	facilitates	the	exchange	of	
data	currently	contained	within	individual	tool	models	that	represent	modeled	assets.		
Initially,	SMM	was	about	measures	for	software	artifacts	but	soon	it	was	realized	that	the	scope	
of	the	proposed	approach	is	much	more	general,	and	is	not	limited	to	software.	SMM	was	
defined	as	a	standard	for	the	interchange	of	measure	libraries	and	measurements	over	the	any	
structured	models,	in	particular	ones	defined	according	to	the	OMG	MOF	meta-model	
approach.		
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SMM	has	been	adopted	by	the	industry	to	publish	common	metric	definitions.	In	particular,	
SMM	is	used	by	the	Consortium	for	IT	Quality	(CISQ)	(see	http://it-cisq.org).	
	
The	full	context	for	this	proposal	is	described	in	a	separate	white	paper	titled	“Ranking	
weakness	findings”.	
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2 Technical details of the proposal 
This	section	describes	the	technical	details	of	the	proposal	in	the	form	of	edits	to	the	SARIF	
specification	using	the	document	sarif-v1.0-wd02-provisional.docx	as	a	baseline.	The	numbered	
sections	below	contain	logical	blocks	of	instructions.	Instructions	are	written	in	italics.	The	text	
following	the	instruction	is	the	new	text	to	be	added.	

2.1 New measurements properties to result object 
	
Modify	result	object	(clause	3.17,	page	34)	by	adding	new	properties	
Add	new	section	(after	3.17.6	formattedMessage	property)	as	follows:	

toolMeasurements property 
A	result	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	measurements	whose	value	is	an	array	of	
unique	(§xx)	measurement	objects	(§xx)	that	can	be	used	to	capture	tool-specific	
measurements	observed	by	the	tool	for	this	result.	Structured	definitions	for	the	measures	
involved	in	these	measurements	are	referenced	by	their	unique	identifiers	and	SHALL	be	made	
available	as	part	of	the	metadata	supplied	by	the	tool.	

standardMeasurements property 
A	result	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	standardMeasurements	whose	value	is	an	
array	of	unique	(§xx)	measurement	objects	(§xx)	that	can	be	used	to	capture	standard	
(common)	measurements	observed	by	the	tool	for	this	result.	Structured	definitions	for	the	
measures	involved	in	these	measurements	SHALL	reference	the	standard	(common)	measures	
by	their	unique	identifiers.	The	standard	measure	definitions	are	expected	to	be	published	by	
the	community.	
	

2.2 Measurement object 
	
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	3.33	in	order	not	to	affect	the	established	
numbering	of	clauses)	as	follows:	
	

3.17.xx measurement object 

General 
A	measurement	object	represents	an	individual	measurement	generated	for	the	weakness	
indicated	by	the	result	object	(§xx)	in	which	it	occurs.	The	measurement	object	specifies	the	
value	and	the	identifier	of	the	measure	definition	that	defines	the	interpretation	of	the	value	
and	an	optional	textual	description	of	the	measure.		
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EXAMPLE    

{                                        # a result object (see 3.17) 
    "measurements": [ 
      { 
       "description":"confidence", 
        "value": “High”                 
        “measureId: “FM-confidence-001” 
      }, 
       "description": "criticality", 
        "value": “35”                   
        “measureId: “FM-criticality-002”  
      } 
} 

description property 
A	measurement	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	description	whose	value	is	a	string	
describing	the	measurement.	

NOTE: The purpose of the description property is to enable a result log file viewer to 
present the measurement value to the end user. 

NOTE: The canonical description string can be obtained from the structured definition 
of the measure through measureId property. The canonical string may or may not be 
exactly same as the description provided with an individual measurement. 

EXAMPLE: 

    "description": "confidentiality impact (High, Medium, Low)" 

value property 
A	measurement	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	value	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
represents	the	value	generated	for	the	result	according	to	the	given	measure	(§xx).	
	

EXAMPLE: 

"value": "0.5" 

	

measureId property 
A	measurement	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	measureId	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	the	stable,	opaque	identifier	(§xx)	for	the	structured	definition	of	the	measure	(§xx)	
that	was	used	to	produce	the	measurement.	
	

EXAMPLE: 

"measureId": "FM-confidence-001" 
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2.3 Measure object 
	
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	3.33	in	order	not	to	affect	the	established	
numbering	of	clauses).	Measure	object	is	similar	to	a	rule	object.	Measure	object	is	aligned	with	
SMM	and	provides	a	structured	description	of	a	proprietary	measure	supported	by	a	tool.	Add	
the	following	text:	

3.17.xx measure object 

General 
A	measure	object	represents	a	structured	definition	of	a	measure	and	used	to	produce	
individual	measurement	objects	associated	with	the	result	objects	produced	by	some	analysis	
tool.	A	measure	object	is	similar	to	a	rule	object,	as	it	defines	a	type	of	an	individual	
measurement.		
	

NOTE: A measure object is aligned with Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) Measure class	

id property 
A	measure	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	id	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	a	
stable,	opaque	identifier	for	the	measure.	

EXAMPLE: "FM-Criticality-001" 

name property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	name	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	a	
measure	identifier	that	is	understandable	to	an	end	user.	If	name	contains	implementation	
details	that	change	over	time,	a	tool	author	might	alter	a	measure's	name	(while	leaving	the	
stable	id	property	unchanged).	When	the	measureKind	property	is	“NamedMeasure”,	the	
name	SHALL	be	present,	otherwise	it	MAY	be	absent.	In	particular,	internal	measures	that	are	
used	to	define	other	measures	and	where	the	value	of	the	property	visible	is	“false”	may	also	
omit	the	name	property.	

NOTE: A measure name is suitable in contexts where a readable identifier is preferable 
and where the lack of stability is not a concern. 

	 NOTE: The name property complies to SMM name attribute of the Measure class 
 
EXAMPLE:	"Accuracy Measure" 
 

shortDescription property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	shortDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	a	concise	description	of	the	measure.	The	shortDescription	property	SHOULD	be	
a	single	sentence	that	is	understandable	when	visible	space	is	limited	to	a	single	line	of	text.	
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The	shortDescription	property	MAY	specify	a	variable	name	to	identify	the	corresponding	
measurement	in	a	body	of	an	Operator	object	or	in	a	formula	property.	
	
	 NOTE: The shortDescription property complies to SMM shortDescription attribute of the Measure 
class 

fullDescription property 
A	measure	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	fullDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
that	describes	the	rule.	
 

NOTE: The fullDescription property complies to SMM description attribute of the Measure class 
	

measureLabelFormat property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	measureLabelFormat	whose	value	is	a	string	
that	specifies	a	label	format	string	to	use	when	rendering	this	measure.	See	next	section	for	
Semantics	of	Format	Labels	for	detailed	content	format.		
 

NOTE: The measureLabelFormat property complies to SMM measureLabelFormat attribute of the 
Measure class 
	

measurementLabelFormat property 
A	measure	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	measurementLabelFormat	whose	value	is	
a	string	that	specifies	a	label	format	string	to	use	when	rendering	measurements	of	this	
measure.	See	Semantics	of	Format	Labels	for	detailed	content	format.		
 

NOTE: The measurementLabelFormat property complies to SMM measurementLabelFormat 
attribute of the Measure class 
	
SEMANTICS:	
The	labelFormat	is	based	on	the	concept	of	format	string	used	in	many	languages	to	assemble	
string	content	for	rendering.		
Just	like	format	strings,	the	labelFormat	is	defined	as	a	text	portion	with	possible	replacement	
expressed	as	argument	index	surrounded	by	French	braces	“{}”	where	the	zero-based	index	is	
matched	with	its	corresponding	replacement	argument,	which	follow	the	text	portion.		
Label	format	specification: 	
“Template	Text”,	ContextObject:	OperationName,	ContextObject.attribute,...		
Examples	of	the	label	String	Template	could	be:		
“This	is	a	label”	“This	{1}	of	{0}		
$Resource:resource_text_constant		
A	fixed	string,	in	which	case	no	arguments	are	necessary.		
A	label	with	replaceable	arguments	that	will	come	from	evaluating	the	corresponding	argument	
from	the	list	supplied	(in	numerical	order,	starting	at	0).		
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Here	resource_text_constant	would	be	replaced	with	a	constant	that	will	be	matched	in	some	
resource	location	and	for	the	proper	locale	(not	defined	here).	The	content	returned	by	this	
resource	resolution	can	be	any	valid	label	string	template.		
The	arguments	of	the	label	format	are	defined	in	a	comma	separated	list.	Each	of	those	
arguments	must	follow	a	specific	pattern.	There	is	a	standard	syntax	and	also	a	shorthand	
version	for	some	common	cases.		
The	standard	syntax,	which	is	always	valid,	starts	by	specifying	a	context	object,	followed	by	a	
literal	colon	“:”,	then	an	operation	whose	name	must	be	the	name	of	a	valid	instance	in	the	
Operation	class:		

• ContextObject:	It	is	the	first	part	and	it	represents	the	Object	that	we	are	interested	in	
collecting	information	from.	This	object	is	related	or	associated	with	the	measurement	
such	as	the	Scope	or	the	measure	or	the	measurand	...etc.	It	is	important	to	understand	
here	that	the	labelFormat	is	defined	as	part	of	the	measure,	but	it	is	accessed	normally	
from	within	the	context	of	a	measurement.	 	

• OperationName:	Defines	the	name	of	a	valid	instance	of	the	Operation	class	that	is	
designed	to	return	a	string.	 	

The	shorthand	syntax	is	valid	to	get	the	value	of	attributes	from	the	current	instance	of	
measurement,	measure	and	scope	based	on	the	current	context	of	the	initial	measurement.	
This	syntax	calls	for	the	use	of	a	dotted	notation	being	ContextObject.attributeName.	For	
example	you	could	get	“Measure.name”	or	“Scope.class”	directly.	 	

	

visible property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	visible	whose	value	is	a	Boolean	value	
(“true”	or	“false”).	The	visible	property	specifies	if	rendering	tools	should	display	this	
measure	or	not.	Some	measures	whose	role	is	only	to	help	produce	other	measures	will	often	
be	marked	as	non-visible.	Defaults	to	true.		
	
	 NOTE: The visible property complies to SMM visible association of the Measure class 
	

scale property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	scale	whose	value	is	a	string	specifying	the	
scale	of	measurement	(nominal,	ordinal,	interval,	ratio,	or	custom).		
	
	 NOTE: The scale property complies to SMM scale attribute of the Measure class 
	
The	scale	property	SHALL	have	one	of	the	following	values,	with	the	specified	meanings:	

• "nominal":	This	measure	has	a	nominal	scale.	
• "ordinal":	This	measure	has	an	ordinal	scale.	
• "interval":	This	measure	has	an	interval	scale.	
• "ratio":	This	measure	has	a	ratio	scale.	
• "custom":	This	measure	has	a	custom	scale.	
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When	the	property	scale	has	value	“custom”,	then	property	customScale	SHALL	be	present	and	
specify	the	custom	scale.	
	
EXAMPLE:	"ordinal"	
	

customScale property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	customScale	whose	value	is	a	string	
describing	the	custom	scale	of	measurement.	This	property	SHALL	be	present	when	the	scale	
property	is	specified	as	“custom”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The customScale property complies to SMM customScale attribute of the Measure class 
	
EXAMPLE:	"logarithmic scale"	

"measure": { 
    ... 
    “name” : “MyMeasure” 
    “measureKind” : “NamedMeasure” 
    "scale": "custom" 
    “customScale”: “logarithmic scale” 
    ... 
} 

	

scope property 
A	measure	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	scope	whose	value	is	an	identifier	of	a	
scope	object	that	specifies	a	set	of	elements	measurable	by	this	measure.		
	
	 NOTE: The scope property complies to SMM scope association of the Measure class 
	

defaultQuery property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	defaultQuery	whose	value	is	an	identifier	of	
an	Operation	object.	This	Operation	specifies	a	query	that	is	used	to	determine	a	default	value	
for	the	measure	in	case	we	are	dealing	with	a	non-direct	measure	(i.e.,	a	measure	that	depends	
on	another	for	its	value)	where	its	base	measure	returns	no	children.	This	is	a	normal	situation	
that	can	happen	when	certain	optional	“children”	don’t	exist.		
	
	 NOTE: The defaultQuery property complies to SMM defaultQuery association of the Measure 
class 
	

measureKind property 
A	measure	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	measureKind	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
specifies	the	kind	of	the	measure	represented	by	the	measure	object.		
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	 NOTE: The measureKind property describes one of the concrete SMM subclasses of an abstract 
class Measure 
 
The	measureKind	property	SHALL	have	one	of	the	following	values,	with	the	specified	
meanings:	

• "NamedMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	named	measure.	
• "RankingMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	ranking	measure.	
• "GradeMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	grade	measure.	
• "CollectiveMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	collective	measure.	
• "BinaryMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	binary	measure.	
• "RatioMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	ratio	measure.	
• "DirectMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	direct	measure.	
• "CountingMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	counting	measure.	
• "RescaledMeasure":	This	object	defines	a	rescaled	measure.	
	

Depending	on	the	value	of	its	measureKind	property,	a	measure	object	either	MAY,	SHOULD,	or	
SHALL	NOT	contain	properties	name,	unitOfMeasure,	formula,	baseMeasure,	intervals,	offset,	
multiplier,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	baseNMeasure,	operation,	accumulator,	functor.	
	

unitOfMeasure property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	unitOfMeasure	whose	value	is	an	identifier	
that	specifies	the	unitOfMeasure	object.	unitOfMeasure	SHALL	NOT	be	present	if	the	
measureKind	is	“GradeMeasure”,	since	unitOfMeasure	is	only	applicable	to	dimensional	
measures.	If	the	measureKind	is	other	than	“GradeMeasure”,	the	unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	
present.	
	
	 NOTE: The unitOfMeasure property complies to SMM unitOfMeasure association of the 
DimensionalMeasure class. 
	

formula property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	formula	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
describes	the	measure’s	calculation	in	an	algebraic	manner.	This	attribute	is	an	optional	
description	of	the	measure.	For	example,	“X	+	Y”	or	“Height	*	Width”	are	possible	formulas.	The	
decision	to	provide	a	formula	would	be	entirely	up	to	the	SMM	library	designer.	Formula	
property	SHALL	NOT	be	present	if	the	measureKind	is	“GradeMeasure”,	since	formula	is	only	
applicable	to	dimensional	measures.	If	the	measureKind	is	other	than	“GradeMeasure”,	the	
formula	property	MAY	be	present.	
	
	 NOTE: The formula property complies to SMM formula attribute of the DimensionalMeasure class 
	
EXAMPLE:	"Height * Width" 
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intervals property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	intervals	whose	value	is	an	array	of	Interval	
objects.	Intervals	property	SHALL	be	present	when	the	value	of	the	measureKind	property	is	
either	“RankingMeasure”	or	“GradeMeasure”,	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The intervals intervals property complies to SMM interval association of the 
RankingMeasure and GradeMeasure classes 
	

offset property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	offset	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	a	
concise	description	of	the	measure.	Offset	property	SHALL	be	present	when	the	value	of	the	
measureKind	property	is	“RescaleMeasure”,	MAY	be	present	when	the	measureKind	value	is	
“BinaryMeasure”,	“RatioMeasure”	or	“CollectiveMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	
otherwise.	Specifies	a	scalar	offset	(a)	which	along	with	the	multiplier	(b)	defines	a	linear	re-	
scaling	(b*m)+a	to	obtain	an	adjusted	value	from	a	base	measurement	(m).	
	
	 NOTE: The offset property complies to SMM offset attribute of the RescaledMeasure class 

 NOTE: The offset property in BinaryMeasure, RatioMeasure and CollectiveMeasure corresponds 
to a limited support of inline rescaling in SMM, where a RescaleMeasure can be added to a 
BaseRelationship object that connects the given measure to its base measure(s). The inline 
rescaling is applied to the entire result of the operation. For more complex rescaling needs, one 
or more additional RescaledMeasure objects must be defined. 

	

multiplier property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	multiplier	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	a	concise	description	of	the	measure.	Multiplier	property	SHALL	be	present	when	
the	value	of	the	measureKind	property	is	“RescaleMeasure”,	MAY	be	present	when	the	
measureKind	value	is	“BinaryMeasure”,	“RatioMeasure”	or	“ColelctiveMeasure”	and	SHALL	
NOT	be	present	otherwise.	Specifies	a	scalar	offset	(a)	which	along	with	the	multiplier	(b)	
defines	a	linear	re-	scaling	(b*m)+a	to	obtain	an	adjusted	value	from	a	base	measurement	(m).	
	
	 NOTE: The multiplier property complies to SMM multiplier attribute of the RescaledMeasure class 

NOTE: The offset property in BinaryMeasure, RatioMeasure and CollectiveMeasure corresponds 
to a limited support of inline rescaling in SMM, where a RescaleMeasure can be added to a 
BaseRelationship object that connects the given measure to its base measure(s). The inline 
rescaling is applied to the entire result of the operation. For more complex rescaling needs, one 
or more additional RescaledMeasure objects must be defined.	

baseMeasure property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	baseMeasure	whose	value	is	an	identifier	of	
another	measure	object.	baseMeasure	represents	a	relationship	between	the	two	measures,	
depending	on	the	measureKind	of	the	first	measure	object.	baseMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
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when	the	value	of	the	measureKind	is	either	“RankingMeasure”,	“GradeMeasure”	or	
“RescaleMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The baseMeasure property corresponds to several SMM associations, namely gradeTo 
association of the GradeMeasure class, rankingTo association of the RankingMeasure class, 
rescaleFrom association of the RescaledMeasure class. In SMM these associations refer to certain 
BaseMeasureRelationships, that further refer to a measure object. The SMM relationships represented by 
the BaseMeasure property are GradeMeasureRelationship, RankingMeasureRelationship and 
RescaleMeasureRelationship. 
	

baseMeasure1 property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	baseMeasure1	whose	value	is	an	identifier	of	
another	measure	object.	baseMeasure1	represents	a	measure	that	defines	the	first	argument	
of	a	binary	measure	object.	baseMeasure1	SHALL	be	present	when	the	value	of	the	
measureKind	is	“BinaryMeasure”	or	“RationMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The baseMeasure1 property corresponds to SMM baseMeasure1To association of the 
BinaryMeasure class. This association refers to Base1MeasureRelationship class, that further refers to a 
dimensional measure object.  
	

baseMeasure2 property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	baseMeasure2	whose	value	is	an	identifier	of	
another	measure	object.	baseMeasure2	represents	a	measure	that	defines	the	second	
argument	of	a	binary	measure	object.	baseMeasure2	SHALL	be	present	when	the	value	of	the	
measureKind	is	“BinaryMeasure”	or	“RationMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The baseMeasure2 property corresponds to SMM baseMeasure2To association of the 
BinaryMeasure class. This association refers to Base2MeasureRelationship class, that further refers to a 
dimensional measure object.	
	

baseNMeasure property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	baseNMeasure	whose	value	an	array	of	
identifiers	of	one	or	more	measure	objects.	baseNMeasure	represents	the	set	of	measures	that	
constitute	arguments	of	a	collective	measure	object.	baseNMeasure	SHALL	be	present	when	
the	value	of	the	measureKind	is	“CollectiveMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The baseNMeasure property complies to SMM baseNMeasureTo association of the 
CollectiveMeasure class. This association refers to one or more BaseNMeasureRelationship objects, that 
further refers to a single dimensional measure object. 
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operation property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	operation	whose	value	is	an	Operation	
object.	The	operation	property	specifies	a	custom	operation	for	the	original	measure,	for	
example,	an	operation	for	A	DirectMeasure,	a	custom	accumulator	for	a	CollectiveMeasure,	or	
a	custom	functor	for	a	BinaryMeasure	or	RatioMeasure	objects.	operation	SHALL	be	present	if	
the	measureKind	is	“DirectMeasure,	MAY	be	present	when	the	value	of	the	measureKind	is	
“CollectiveMeasure”,	“BinaryMeasure”	or	“RationMeasure”	(depending	on	whether	the	
corresponding	accumulator	or	functor	are	defined	as	custom	or	standard)	and	SHALL	NOT	be	
present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The operation property complies to SMM operation association of the RescaledMeasure, 
BinaryMeasure, DirectMeasure and CollectiveMeasure classes 
	
EXAMPLE:	"Specify marshaling for P/Invoke string arguments"	
	

accumulator property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	accumulator	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
specifies	the	accumulator	for	a	CollectiveMeasure	object.	Accumulator	property	SHALL	be	
present	when	the	measureKind	is	“CollectiveMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The accumulator property complies to SMM accumulator attribute of the 
CollectiveMeasure class 
 
The	accumulator	property	SHALL	have	one	of	the	following	values,	with	the	specified	
meanings:	

• "sum":	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	a	sum	of	the	arguments.	
• "maximum":	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	the	maximum	of	the	arguments.	
• "minimum":	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	the	minimum	of	the	arguments.	
• "average":	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	the	average	of	the	arguments.	
• “standardDeviation”	:	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	the	standard	deviation	of	

the	arguments.	
• “product”:	This	collective	measure	is	specified	as	the	product	of	the	arguments.	
• "custom":	This	measure	has	a	custom	accumulator.	

	
When	the	property	accumulator	has	value	“custom”,	then	property	Operation	SHALL	be	
present	and	specify	the	custom	accumulator.	
Accumulator	describes	the	results	of	applying	its	CollectiveMeasure	measure	to	an	entity.	as	
follows:		

1.	Apply	the	base	measure	to	each	contained	element	to	obtain	a	set	of	base	
measurements.		
2.	Apply	the	n-ary	accumulator	to	the	set	of	base	measurements	to	obtain	the	
measurement	of	the	container.		

The	results	of	step	1	are	the	DimensionalMeasurements	associated	by	base	measurement.		
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EXAMPLE:	"average"	

functor property 
A	measure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	functor	whose	value	is	a	string	that	specifies	
the	functor	for	a	BinaryMeasure	object.	Functor	property	SHALL	be	present	when	the	
measureKind	is	“BinaryMeasure”	or	“RatioMeasure”	and	SHALL	NOT	be	present	otherwise.	
	
	 NOTE: The functor property complies to SMM functor attribute of the BinaryMeasure class 
	
The	functor property	SHALL	have	one	of	the	following	values,	with	the	specified	meanings:	

• "plus":	This	binary	measure	is	specified	as	a	sum	of	the	arguments.	
• "minus":	This	binary	measure	is	specified	as	the	result	of	subtracting	the	value	of	the	

second	argument	from	the	value	of	the	first	argument.	
• "multiply":	This	binary	measure	is	specified	as	the	product	of	the	arguments.	
• "divide":	This	binary	measure	is	specified	as	the	result	of	dividing	the	value	of	the	first	

argument	by	the	value	of	the	second	argument.	
• "custom":	This	binary	measure	is	defined	with	a		custom	functor.	

	
When	the	property	functor	has	value	“custom”,	then	property	Operation	SHALL	be	present	and	
specify	the	custom	functor.	
	
EXAMPLE:	"plus"	
	

kind-dependent properties 
Depending	on	the	value	of	its	measureKind	property	(§xx),	a	measure	object	either	MAY,	
SHOULD,	or	SHALL	NOT	contain	properties	name,	formula,	unitOfMeasure,	baseMeasure,	
intervals,	offset,	multiplier,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	operation,	accumulator,	functor.	

	
The	precise	interpretation	of	these	properties,	and	whether	they	MAY,	SHOULD,	or	SHALL	NOT	
be	present,	depends	on	the	value	of	the	measureKind	property	and	is	defined	as	follows:	

• When	measureKind	is	"NamedMeasure":	
o name	SHALL	be	present.		
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o formula	MAY	be	present.	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier,	invervals,	baseMeasure,	baseMeasure1,	

baseMeasure2,	baseNMeasure,	accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.		
• When	measureKind	is	"RankingMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o intervals	SHALL	be	present.	
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o baseMeasure	SHALL	be	present	and	represents	the	base	dimensional	measure	
for	the	ranking	measure,	and	corresponds	to	the	rankingTo	association	of	the	
RankingMeasure	class	in	SMM	

o formula	MAY	be	present.	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	baseNMeasure,	

accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.		
• When	measureKind	is	"GradeMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	NOT	be	present	
o intervals	SHALL	be	present.	
o baseMeasure	SHALL	be	present	and	represents	the	base	dimensional	measure	

for	the	grade	measure,	and	corresponds	to	the	gradeTo	association	of	the	
GradeMeasure	class	in	SMM.	

o Properties	formula,	offset,	multiplier,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	
baseNMeasure,	accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.		

• When	measureKind	is	"CollectiveMeasure":	
o name	MAY	be	absent.		
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o accumulator	SHALL	be	present.	
o baseNMeasure	SHALL	be	present.	
o operation	MAY	be	present.	If	the	value	of	accumulator	property	is	“custom”,	the	

“operation”	property	SHALL	be	present	and	specify	the	custom	accumulator.	
o formula	MAY	be	present.	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier	MAY	be	present,	and	if	present,	specify	the	inline	

rescaling	for	the	entire	result	of	the	operation	
o Properties	intervals,	baseMeasure,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	functor	

SHALL	NOT	be	present.		
• When	measureKind	is	"BinaryMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o functor	SHALL	be	present.	
o baseMeasure1	SHALL	be	present.	
o baseMeasure2	SHALL	be	present.	
o formula	MAY	be	present.	
o operation	MAY	be	present.	If	the	value	of	accumulator	property	is	“custom”,	the	

“operation”	property	SHALL	be	present	and	specify	the	custom	functor	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier	MAY	be	present,	and	if	present,	specify	the	inline	

rescaling	for	the	entire	result	of	the	operation	
o Properties	intervals,	accumulator,	baseMeasure,	baseNMeasure	SHALL	NOT	be	

present.		
• When	measureKind	is	"RatioMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o functor	SHALL	be	present.	
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o baseMeasure1	SHALL	be	present.	
o baseMeasure2	SHALL	be	present.	
o operation	MAY	be	present.	If	the	value	of	accumulator	property	is	“custom”,	the	

“operation”	property	SHALL	be	present	and	specify	the	custom	functor	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier	MAY	be	present,	and	if	present,	specify	the	inline	

rescaling	for	the	entire	result	of	the	operation.	
o Properties	intervals,	accumulator,	baseMeasure,	baseNMeasure	SHALL	NOT	be	

present.		
• When	measureKind	is	"DirectMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.		
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o operation	SHALL	be	present.	
o Properties	intervals,	offset,	multiplier,	baseMeasure,	baseMeasure1,	

baseMeasure2,	baseNMeasure,	accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.	
• When	measureKind	is	"CountingMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent.	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o operation	SHALL	be	present.	
o formula	MAY	be	present.	
o Properties	intervals,	offset,	multiplier,	baseMeasure,	baseMeasure1,	

baseMeasure2,	baseNMeasure,	accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.	
• When	measureKind	is	"RescaledMeasure":	

o name	MAY	be	absent	
o property	baseMeasure	SHALL	be	present,	specifying	the	base	measure	
o unitOfMeasure	SHALL	be	present	
o formula	MAY	be	present	
o Properties	offset,	multiplier	MAY	be	present.	Specifies	a	scalar	offset	(a)	which	

along	with	the	multiplier	(b)	defines	a	linear	re-	scaling	(b*m)+a	to	obtain	an	
adjusted	value	from	a	base	measurement	(m).		

o operation	MAY	be	present.	If	present,	operation	property	specifies	the	custom	
adjustment	operation	

o Properties	invervals,	baseMeasure,	baseMeasure1,	baseMeasure2,	
baseNMeasure,	accumulator,	functor	SHALL	NOT	be	present.	

2.4 UnitOfMeasure object 
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	the	definition	of	the	Measure	object,	in	order	not	
to	affect	the	established	numbering	of	clauses).	UnitOfMeasure	object	describes	common	units	
of	measure.	UnitOfMeasure	object	is	aligned	with	SMM.	UnitOfMeasure	object	is	referenced	by	
MeasureObject.	Add	the	following	text:	
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3.17.xx unitOfMeasure object 

General 
A	unitOfMeasure	object	provides	a	representation	for	units	of	measure.	A	unit	is	a	quantity	in	
terms	of	which	the	magnitudes	of	other	quantities	within	the	same	total	order	can	be	stated.		
A	unit	of	measure	is	applicable	to	any	dimensional	measure.	The	unit	of	measure	is	an	
archetypal	or	prototype	element	of	the	dimension.	Every	element	of	the	dimension	can	be	
stated	by	a	numerical	multiple	of	the	‘unit	of	measure’	element.		
The	unit	of	measure	does	not	distinguish	between	measures	which	share	the	same	range.	That	
distinction	would	be	entirely	within	the	purview	of	the	measure	identification.	For	examples,	a	
height	measure	and	a	width	measure	may	share	the	same	unit	of	measure.	In	other	words,	a	
measurement	is	not	just	a	number	and	a	unit	of	measure.	The	measured	artifact	must	be	
indicated,	the	measure	identified	and	contextual	information	retained	as	the	observation.		
	

NOTE: A unitOfMeasure object complies to Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) unitOfMeasure 
class	

id property 
A	unitOfMeasure	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	id	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	
a	stable,	opaque	identifier	for	the	unitOfMeasure.	

EXAMPLE: "SEI-Maintainability-001" 

name property 
A	unitOfMeasure	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	name	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	a	unit	of	measure	identifier	that	is	understandable	to	an	end	user.		

NOTE: A measure name is suitable in contexts where a readable identifier is preferable 
and where the lack of stability is not a concern. 

	 NOTE: The name property complies to SMM name attribute of the UnitOfMeasure class 
 
EXAMPLE:	"MaintainabilityUnit" 
 

shortDescription property 
A	unitOfMeasure	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	shortDescription	whose	value	is	a	
string	containing	a	concise	description	of	the	measure.	The	shortDescription	property	
SHOULD	be	a	single	sentence	that	is	understandable	when	visible	space	is	limited	to	a	single	
line	of	text.	
	
	 NOTE: The shortDescription property complies to SMM shortDescription attribute of the 
UnitOfMeasure class 
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fullDescription property 
A	unitOfMeasure	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	fullDescription	whose	value	is	
a	string	that	describes	the	rule.	
 

NOTE: The fullDescription property complies to SMM description attribute of the UnitOfMeasure 
class 
	

2.5 Scope object 
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	the	definition	of	the	UnitOfMeasure	object,	in	
order	not	to	affect	the	established	numbering	of	clauses).	Scope	object	describes	domains	for	
measures.	Scope	object	is	aligned	with	SMM.	Scope	object	is	referenced	by	MeasureObject.	Add	
the	following	text:	
	

3.17.xx Scope object 

General 
A	scope	object	represents	domains	for	measures.		The	scope	of	a	measure	identifies	a	set	of	
objects	as	the	domain	of	the	measure.	The	objects	all	exhibit	to	varying	degrees	the	trait	or	
property	characterized	by	a	measurement.	SMM	requires	that	the	objects	be	instances	of	a	
single	class.		
The	set	of	objects	may	be	further	restricted	by	a	recognizer	operation.	The	recognizer	is	
optional.	The	recognizer,	if	given,	is	a	boolean	operation	applicable	to	instances	of	the	named	
class.	The	measure’s	scope	is	restricted	to	those	instances	for	which	the	recognizer	returns	
true.		
The	class	or	stereotype	attributes	and	recognizer	association	provide	for	the	formal	
specification	of	a	measure's	scope.	Alternatively,	a	scope	may	be	informally	specified	by	a	name	
and	a	description.		
	

NOTE: A scope object complies to Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) Scope class with 
exceptions of 1) specifying a scope with an additional stereotype to the “Class” property, and 2) the ability 
to specify a “breakCondition” operation. 
	
Example:	Area	of	a	square	where	we	don't	have	a	class	named	square.	
	

id property 
A	scope	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	id	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	a	stable,	
opaque	identifier	for	the	scope.	

EXAMPLE: "Complexity-CallableScope-001" 
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name property 
A	scope	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	name	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	a	
scope	identifier	that	is	understandable	to	an	end	user.		

NOTE: A scope name is suitable in contexts where a readable identifier is preferable and 
where the lack of stability is not a concern. 

	 NOTE: The name property complies to SMM name attribute of the Scope class 
 
EXAMPLE:	"Square object" 
 

shortDescription property 
A	scope	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	shortDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	a	concise	description	of	the	scope.	The	shortDescription	property	SHOULD	be	a	
single	sentence	that	is	understandable	when	visible	space	is	limited	to	a	single	line	of	text.	
	
	 NOTE: The shortDescription property complies to SMM shortDescription attribute of the Scope 
class 
	

EXAMPLE: 

"scope": { 
    “id” : “COMMON-SCOPE-001” 
    "name" : “square” 
    “shortDescription” : “2 dimensional closed object with 4 equal length 
sides” 
} 

	

fullDescription property 
A	scope	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	fullDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
that	informally	describes	the	scope.	Note,	that	a	scope	can	be	also	formally	specified	by	the	
class	property.	
 

NOTE: The fullDescription property complies to SMM description attribute of the Scope class 
	

class property 
A	scope	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	class	whose	value	is	a	string	that	specifies	
the	MOF	class	for	elements	of	the	set	identified	as	the	scope	of	the	measure.	Class	property	is	
used	to	formally	specify	a	scope	object.	Note,	that	a	scope	can	be	also	informally	specified	by	
name	and	description	properties.		
 

NOTE: The class property complies to SMM class attribute of the Scope class 
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recognizer property 
A	scope	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	recognizer	whose	value	is	an	Operator	object.	
If	given,	recognizer	provides	a	boolean	operation	applicable	to	instances	of	the	class	that	
returns	true	if,	and	only	if,	the	instance	is	an	element	of	the	domain	of	the	measure.		
 

NOTE: The recognizer property complies to SMM recognizer attribute of the Scope class 
	

2.6 Interval object 
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	the	definition	of	the	Scope	object	in	order	not	to	
affect	the	established	numbering	of	clauses).	Interval	object	describes	ranking	and	grade	
intervals	for	RankingMeasure	and	GradeMeasure.	Interval	object	is	aligned	with	SMM.	Interval	
object	does	not	have	an	identifier	and	is	embedded	into	the	Measure	object.	Add	the	following	
text:	
	

3.17.xx Interval object 

General 
An	interval	object	represents	intervals	within	the	dimension	of	the	base	measure	and	the	
symbol	to	which	each	interval	is	mapped.	An	interval	identifies	the	range	of	values	from	a	
minimum	to	a	maximum.	Either	or	both	end	points	can	be	included	or	excluded.		
	

NOTE: An interval object is aligned with Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) GradeInterval, 
RankingInterval and Interval classes	

name property 
An	interval	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	name	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	as	
interval	identifier	that	is	understandable	to	an	end	user.		

NOTE: An interval name is suitable in contexts where a readable identifier is preferable 
and where the lack of stability is not a concern. 

	 NOTE: The name property complies to SMM name attribute of the Interval class 
 
 

shortDescription property 
An	interval	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	shortDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
containing	a	concise	description	of	the	interval.	The	shortDescription	property	SHOULD	be	a	
single	sentence	that	is	understandable	when	visible	space	is	limited	to	a	single	line	of	text.	
	
	 NOTE: The shortDescription property complies to SMM shortDescription attribute of the Interval 
class 
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fullDescription property 
An	interval	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	fullDescription	whose	value	is	a	string	
that	describes	the	interval.	
 

NOTE: The fullDescription property complies to SMM description attribute of the Interval class 
	

value property 
An	interval	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	value	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
represents	the	value	to	which	the	base	measurements	within	this	interval	are	mapped.		
	

EXAMPLE: 

"value": "0.5" 

	

maximum property 
An	interval	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	maximum	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
identifies	interval’s	maximum	endpoint.		
	

EXAMPLE: 

"maximum": "100" 

	

maximumOpen property 
An	interval	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	value	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
represents	a	Boolean	value	True	if	and	only	if	interval	excludes	maximum	endpoint.	Default	is	
false.		
	

EXAMPLE: 

"maximumOpen": "true" 

	

minimum property 
An	interval	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	minimum	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
identifies	interval’s	minimum	endpoint.		
	

EXAMPLE: 

"minimum": "0" 
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minimumOpen property 
An	interval	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	minimumOpen	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
represents	a	Boolean	value	True	if	and	only	if	interval	excludes	minimum	endpoint.	Default	is	
false.		
	
	

EXAMPLE: 

"minimumOpen": "false" 

	

2.7 Operation object 
Add	new	section	(to	the	end	of	chapter	3,	after	the	definition	of	the	Inverval	object	in	order	not	
to	affect	the	established	numbering	of	clauses).	Operation	object	describes	structured	operation	
for	derived	measures.	Operation	object	is	aligned	with	SMM.	Operation	object	does	not	have	an	
identifier	and	is	embedded	into	a	Measure	object	or	a	Scope	object.	Add	the	following	text:	
	

3.17.xx Operation object 

General 
An	operation	object	provides	a	structured	description	of	a	measurement	operation	to	execute	
when	calculating	various	derived	measures.	
	

NOTE: An operation object complies to Structured Metrics Metamodel (SMM) Operation class 
with exception of defining parameterized operations.	

name property 
An	operation	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	name	whose	value	is	a	string	containing	an	
operation	identifier	that	is	understandable	to	an	end	user.		

NOTE: An operation name is suitable in contexts where a readable identifier is preferable 
and where the lack of stability is not a concern. 

	 NOTE: The name property complies to SMM name attribute of the Operation class 
 

shortDescription property 
An	operation	object	MAY	contain	a	property	named	shortDescription	whose	value	is	a	
string	containing	a	concise	description	of	the	operation.	The	shortDescription	property	
SHOULD	be	a	single	sentence	that	is	understandable	when	visible	space	is	limited	to	a	single	
line	of	text.	
	
	 NOTE: The shortDescription property complies to SMM shortDescription attribute of the 
Operation class 
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fullDescription property 
An	operation	object	SHOULD	contain	a	property	named	fullDescription	whose	value	is	a	
string	that	describes	the	operation.	
 

NOTE: The fullDescription property complies to SMM description attribute of the Operation class 
	

language property 
An	operation	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	language	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
specifies	the	language	of	the	operation.	The	language	may	be	a	computer	language	such	as	
“Javascript”,		“OCL”	or	“XQuery”	or	a	natural	language	such	as	“English,”	“French,”	etc.		
	
	 NOTE: The language property complies to SMM language attribute of the Operation class 
 
EXAMPLE:	"Javascript" 
  

body property 
An	operation	object	SHALL	contain	a	property	named	body	whose	value	is	a	string	that	
specifies	the	measurement	operation	expressed	in	the	selected	language.		
	
	 NOTE:	The	body	property	complies	to	SMM	body	attribute	of	the	Operation	class	with	
the	exception	of	the	ability	to	define	operations	with	replaceable	parameters.	
	
EXAMPLE:				
   “operation” : { 
        “language” : “XQuery”, 
        “body” : “50-5.2(ln(aveV))” 
        } 
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3 Example Measure Definition  
This	section	provides	an	example	of	a	measure	definition.	The	example	has	been	adopted	from	
the	SMM	specification.	
	
Maintainability	for	a	collection	of	code	modules	(e.g.,	programs)	is	calculated	by	the	formula: 	
	

171	-	5.2(ln(aveV))	-	0.23(aveV(g'))	-	16.2(ln(aveLOC))	+	50(sin	(sqrt(2.4(perCM))))		
	
where	aveV	is	the	average	Halstead	volume,	aveV(g’)	is	the	average	Cyclomatic	complexity,	
aveLOC	is	the	lines	of	code	count,	and	perCM	is	the	percentage	of	comments	in	the	modules.		
Each	of	the	averages	is	a	RatioMeasure	of	the	respective	metric	for	modules	over	the	count	of	
modules.	perCM	is	a	RatioMeasure	of	line	count	of	comments	over	the	total	line	count	of	a	
module.		
Each	resulting	metric	is	rescaled	to	share	the	same	unit	of	measure,	namely	maintainability	
index	points.		
	
aveV rescaled  50 - 5.2(ln(aveV)  

aveV(g') rescaled  50 - 0.23(aveV(g'))  

aveLOC rescaled  21 - ln(aveLOC)  

perCM rescaled  50(sin (sqrt(2.4(perCM))))  

	
The	SEI	index	is	then	a	CollectiveMeasure	for	a	module	of	the	above	four	rescalings	with	
addition	as	the	aggregator. 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3.1 Information Size (aveV rescaled) 

	
Figure	2.	Original	SMM	objects	for	InformationSize	measure	(for	illustration)	

“measure” : { 
   “id” : “InformationSizeMaintainability”, 
   “name” : “InformationSizeMaintainability”, 
   “operation” : { 
        “language” : “XQuery”, 
        “body” : “50-5.2(ln(aveV))” 
        }, 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RescaleMeasure”, 
   “baseMeasure” : “averageDiscriminators”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “averageDiscriminators”, 
   “name” : “averageDiscriminators”, 
   “shortDescription” : “aveV”, 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “DiscriminatorUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RatioMeasure”, 
   “baseMeasure1” : “HalsteadVolume” 
   “baseMeasure2” : “_CountingMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope”, 
   “description” : “note that the HalsteadVolume is calculated for each 
Module within the CodeModel and then an average is calculated for all Module 
within the CodeModule” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “HalsteadMeasure”, 
   “name” : “HalsteadMeasure”, 
   “measureKind” : “NamedMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “ModuleScope” 
   “description” : “Halstead metric for a Module” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
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   “id” : “_CountingMeasure”, 
   “name” : “_CountingMeasure”, 
   “visible” : “false”, 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “ModuleUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “CountingMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“scope” : { 
   “id” : ModuleScope”, 
   “name” : “ModuleScope”, 
   “description” : ”one Module”, 
   “class” : “KDM:Module” 
} 
 
“scope” : { 
   “id” : “CodeModelScope”, 
   “name” : “CodeModelScope”, 
   “description” : “entire Code Model (the set of all Modules) corresponding 
to the system under assessment”, 
   “class” : “KDM:CodeModel” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : MaintainabilityUnit 
   “name” : MaintainabilityUnit 
   “description” : ”unit of information size maintainability” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : ModuleUnit”, 
   “name” : “ModuleUnit”, 
   “description” : ”a simple count of module units” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “DiscriminatorUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “name” : “DiscriminatorUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”number of discriminators per module unit” 
   “description” : “unit of measure for various ratios of the number of 
Halstead discriminators to the number of modules” 
} 

	

3.2 McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity (aveV(g’) rescaled) 
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Figure	3.	Original	SMM	objects	for	CyclomaticComplexity	measure	(for	illustration)	

“measure” : { 
   “id” : “CyclomaticComplexity”, 
   “name” : “CyclomaticComplexity”, 
   “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RescaleMeasure”, 
   “offset” : “50.0”, 
   “multiplier” : “-0.23”, 
   “baseMeasure” : “averageComplexity”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “averageComplexity”, 
   “name” : “averageComplexity”, 
   “shortDescription” : “aveV(g’)”, 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “EdgeUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RatioMeasure”, 
   “baseMeasure1” : “CyclomaticComplexity” 
   “baseMeasure2” : “_CountingMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “CyclomaticComplexity”, 
   “name” : “CyclomaticComplexity”, 
   “measureKind” : “NamedMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “ModuleScope” 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “EdgeUnit”, 
   “description” : “McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity metric for a Module” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “EdgeUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “name” : “EdgeUnit per ModuleUnit”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”number of edges per module unit” 
   “description” : “unit of measure for various ratios of the number of edges 
to the number of modules” 
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} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “EdgeUnit”, 
   “name” : “EdgeUnit”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”number of edges in a module unit” 
   “description” : “unit of measure for McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity” 
} 

3.3 Line of Code (aveLoc rescaled) 
	

	
Figure	4.	Original	SMM	objects	for	LOC	measure	(for	illustration)	

“measure” : { 
   “id” : “LinesOfCodeMaintainability”, 
   “name” : “LinesOfCodeMaintainability”, 
   “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RescaleMeasure”, 
   “operation” : { 
        “language” : “XQuery”, 
        “body” : “2.1-ln(aveLOC)” 
        }, 
   “baseMeasure” : “averageLOCSize”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “averageLOCSize”, 
   “name” : “averageLOCSize”, 
   “shortDescription” : “aveLOC”, 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “LOC per ModuleUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RatioMeasure”, 
   “baseMeasure1” : “LinesOfCode” 
   “baseMeasure2” : “_CountingMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “LinesOfCode”, 
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   “name” : “LinesOfCode”, 
   “measureKind” : “NamedMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “ModuleScope” 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “LOC”, 
   “shortDescription” : “Size of a module in lines of code” 
   “description” : “Size of a module in lines of code. A line of code is any 
line of program text that is not a comment or a blank line, regardless of the 
number of statements or fragments of statements on the line. This 
specifically includes all lines containing program headers, declarations, and 
executable and non-executable statements. Lines of code here means fully 
expanded lines of code including copy books, includes and comments.” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “LOC per ModuleUnit”, 
   “name” : “LOC per ModuleUnit”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”number of LOC per module unit”, 
   “description” : “unit of measure for various ratios of the number of LOC 
to the number of modules” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “LOC”, 
   “name” : “LOC”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”lines of code”, 
   “description” : “unit of measure for lines of code” 
} 

	

3.4 Comment Count (perCM rescaled) 
perCM	is	a	RatioMeasure	of	line	count	of	comments	over	the	total	line	count	of	a	module.	
	
 “measure” : { 
   “id” : “CommentednessMaintainability”, 
   “name” : “CommentednessMaintainability”, 
   “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RescaleMeasure”, 
   “operation” : { 
        “language” : “XQuery”, 
        “body” : “50(sin(sqrt(2.4perCM)))” 
        }, 
   “baseMeasure” : “_percentage of comments”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “_percentage of comments”, 
   “name” : “_percentage of comments”, 
   “visible” : “false”, 
   “shortDescription” : “perCM”, 
   “description” : “ratio of lines of comment to LOC in percentage points”, 
   “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “measureKind” : “RatioMeasure”, 
   “baseMeasure1” : “_TotalLinesOfComment”, 
   “multiplier” : “100”, 
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   “baseMeasure2” : “_TotalLinesOfCode”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “_TotalLinesOfComment”, 
   “name” : “_TotalLinesOfComment”, 
   “visible” : “false”, 
   “shortDescription” : “totalCM”, 
   “measureKind” : “CollectiveMeasure”, 
   “accumulator” : “sum”, 
   “baseNMeasure” : [  
          “LinesOfComment” 
            ], 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “_TotalLinesOfCode”, 
   “name” : “_TotalLinesOfCode”, 
   “visible” : “false”, 
   “shortDescription” : “totalLOC”, 
   “measureKind” : “CollectiveMeasure”, 
   “accumulator” : “sum”, 
   “baseNMeasure” : [  
          “LinesOfCode” 
            ], 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
 
“measure” : { 
   “id” : “LinesOfComment”, 
   “name” : “LinesOfComment”, 
   “measureKind” : “NamedMeasure”, 
   “scope” : “ModuleScope” 
  “unitOfMeasure” : “LinesOfComment”, 
   “shortDescription” : “Number of lines of comment in a module” 
} 
 
“unitOfMeasure” : { 
   “id” : “LinesOfComment”, 
   “name” : “LinesOfComment”, 
   “shortDescription” : ”lines of comment”, 
   “description” : “unit of measure for lines of comment” 
} 

	

3.5 Full SEI Maintainability 
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Figure	5.	Original	SMM	objects	for	the	full	SEI	Maintainability	measure	(for	illustration)	

“measure” : { 
   “id” : “SEI Maintainability”, 
   “name” : “SEI Maintainability”, 
   “shortDescription” : “SEI Maintainability”, 
   “measureKind” : “CollectiveMeasure”, 
   “accumulator” : “sum”, 
   “baseNMeasure” : [  
           “InformationSizeMaintainability”, 
            “CyclomaticComplexity”, 
           “LinesOfCodeMaintainability”, 
           “CommentednessMaintainability”, 
            ], 
   “unitOfMeasure” : “MaintainabilityUnit”, 
   “scope” : “CodeModelScope” 
} 
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4 Compliance with SMM 
This	section	discusses	the	compliance	of	the	proposed	approach	to	structured	definitions	of	
measures	to	the	OMG	Structured	Metrics	Metamodel	(SMM)	specification.	Compliance	is	
desired	since	SMM	is	an	established	standard	in	this	area.		
For	the	purposes	of	the	SARIF,	only	compliance	to	the	measure	definitions	is	relevant,	since	the	
context	for	the	measurement	and	observations	is	already	provided	by	the	SARIF	objects	
(namely,	the	result	object	and	the	corresponding	metadata).	
	
There	are	two	strategies	to	achieve	compliance	with	the	Measure	element	of	SMM:	

1. Full compliance can be achieved if the measure object id in the proposed measurement 
property to the result object point directly to an SMM document. SMM document use 
SMM XML rather than JSON which introduces a bit of mismatch to the file format of 
SARIF. Consequentially, the SMM documents in SMM XML must be either 

a. Stored as content in SARIF document as embedded XML content 
b. Provided externally (for example as an SMM library) and referenced through an 

agreed upon identifier 
2. Partial compliance (alignment) can be achieved if the measure object is defined as a 

JSOM object, as an integral part of the SARIF file, and implements all attributes and 
associations of the corresponding SMM elements. Compliance must be argued based on 
the comparison of the JSOM measure object and the SMM Measure class, their properties 
and associations. The proposed approach follows this strategy, in part to illustrate the 
capabilities of the SMM to the SARIF audience, and in part to achieve natural fit of the 
tool-specific measure definitions into the SARIF file format. Also, the strategy of partial 
compliance allows us to focus on the essential capabilities of SMM Measure definitions. 
Compliance to SMM can be achieved by implementing a converter between SMM XML 
and proposed JSON structures. In the proposed approach, full compliance to generate 
SMM can be achieved, and only a limited compliance to import SMM documents, 
however in the later scenario the supported subset of SMM is fully adequate for the 
declared purposes of SARIF and the purposes of defining common measurements for 
weaknesses. 

	
To	enable	arguing	partial	compliance	(alignment)	with	SMM,	the	each	proposed	object	has	an	
explicit	reference	to	the	corresponding	SMM	class	or	property.	The	rest	of	this	section	
summarizes	the	limitations	on	the	SMM	support	in	the	proposaed	approach.	
	
In	the	proposed	approach	has	the	following	limitations	in	its	support	of	SMM:	

1. Focuses only on the SMM Measure element 
2. Do not support SMM Measurement: a proper SMM Measurement object can be 

generated from the result object and the new measurement attributes, but measurements 
from SMM can not be imported into SARIF 

3. Do not support SMM Observation: a proper SMM Observation object can be generated 
from the result object and the new measurement attributes, but observations from SMM 
can not be imported into SARIF 
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4. JSON file format does not support superclasses, so the inherited attributes and 
associations of SMM classes were duplicated in the proposed format. 

5. Concrete measures of SMM are implemented as variations of the Measure object with 
measureKind property and kind-specific properties 

6. The proposal does not support infrastructure above measure, e.g. SMMModel or SMM 
MeasureLibrary classes. The corresponding elements can be generated, when the measure 
definition content is exported from the proposed SARIF JSON definitions. 

	
7. The proposal does not support Measure relationships in SMM. They are needed to 

include measurandQuery and additional rescaleMeasure to be associated with each 
BaseMeasureRelationship, i.e. for each binaryMeasure, RatioMeasure and 
CollectiveMeasure. In the proposed JSON measure object approach one will need to have 
extra RescaledMeasures before defining composite measures. This also means can not 
support Equivalence and refinement claims between measures. Instead the proposed 
approach links the derived measure directly to the base measure using a JSON property. 
This provides better fit into the SARIF file format. 

a. The proposal does not support equivalentFrom, equivalentTo relationships 
b. The proposal does not support refinementTo, refinementFrom relationships 
c. The proposal does not support inbound, outbound relationships 
d. The proposal does not support measureRelationships 
e. The proposal provides limited support inline rescaling for baseMeasure, 

baseMeasure1, baseMeasure2 and baseNMeasure by allowing inlining offset and 
multiplier properties into a RatioMeasure, BinaryMeasure and CollectiveMeasure. 
For all other situations, and explicit RescaledMeasure must be introduced. 

	
8. Currently the proposal does not support the SMM Extension mechanism. Likely the 

SMM extension mechanism will need to be reconciled with the similar SARIF extension 
mechanism based on JSON. 

	
9. The proposal does not support SMM measureCategory. 
10. The proposal does not support SMM Characteristic for defined measures. 
11. The proposal does not support the source attribute of the Measure  

	
12. The proposal does not support Operation with replaceable parameters 
13. The proposal provides limited support for Scope: no support for class+stereotype, and 

breakCondition 
	


